VERBAL SKILLS AND APPLICATIONS FOR NON-MAJORS

Drama 4940-004, 3 credit hour course
Tuesday & Thursday, 10:30a.m. - 11:45a.m., FAC Room 319

Learn how to: Make the Toast; Tell a Joke; Give the Introduction; The Demonstration; Give Great Oral Presentations; Interviewing/Recruiting and more!

Course Objectives:
• To prepare the student for those instances when they are required, whatever the career, to speak in front of a crowd.
• To help the student acquire the confidence, skill and techniques needed to successfully engage an audience.
• This course will regularly require the student to appear in front of the class and present material specific to each unit of study.

Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the student will have beginning knowledge of: Warm-up techniques to prepare for speaking in front of a crowd; relaxation techniques; How to contact the audience and direct a response; projection, articulation and diction; clarity of objective and much much more.

This course is taught by a highly-acclaimed professional actor and School of Drama professor, Dr. Judith Pender.